
Introducing: A Viewpoint on
Construction LIVE

Viewpoint is committed to helping you navigate your changing business amid the
uncertainty of the Coronavirus pandemic. That’s why we are introducing a weekly live webcast
series to keep you up to date on important construction and technology topics that will help your
own business continuity efforts.

Join us every Wednesday at 12:00 PM PST for A Viewpoint on Construction LIVE, a
half hour show hosted by Viewpoint’s Senior Product Manager Betsie Hoyt. The show features
guest speakers who will take a deep dive into Viewpoint products and services, provide you the
latest news on the construction industry and offer valuable tips and tricks to keep your business
going strong throughout the pandemic.

Show Highlights

https://www.viewpoint.com/blog/covid-19-contractor-resources
https://info.viewpoint.com/Live_05-06-2020_REG.html


Each weekly show will consist of a variety of topics and
speakers.

Each weekly show will feature unique segments covering a variety of topics including:

Weekly guest speakers: Guests will cover subjects including

the benefits of moving your business to the cloud, a

discussion on diversity on the jobsite, an overview of

Viewpoint’s new analytics solution and much more.

Top product tips and tricks: Each week a Viewpoint product

specialist will join the conversation to demo relevant tips and

tricks for your Viewpoint solutions.

Feel good news: Viewpoint Network administrator Kathleen

Orazio will shine a spotlight on the good things happening

around the world of construction.

Customer stories: Hear directly from Viewpoint customers on

how the solutions have transformed the way they do their

business.

Meet Your Host

https://www.viewpoint.com/about-the-viewpoint-network


Viewpoint Senior Product Manager Betsie Hoyt will host
the weekly series.

Betsie Hoyt is a highly energized senior product manager at Viewpoint with 20-plus years of
experience building web and mobile products. She has brought killer software solutions to
customers in telecom, online dating, healthcare, energy, non-profit and construction sectors.

Some of our clients may remember Betsie for her stellar work moderating the Women in
Construction panel session during last year’s Collaborate Conference. She is actively involved in
the Portland product management community as a mentor and as a speaker, and she is looking
forward to bringing her energy and extensive knowledge of Viewpoint products to A Viewpoint on
Construction LIVE.

The first webcast will begin at 12:00 PM PST on Wednesday April 22. Reserve your space

now to grab a front row piece of the action. The show will be held weekly through June.

This is just one of the many ways Viewpoint is helping its clients stay informed and stay
connected. Together we can find the best paths forward and successfully adapt to the new
“business as usual.”

Posted By

Emily Ward

Emily is the Senior Marketing Automation Manager at Viewpoint. She has worked in technology since 2006 and
loves the intersection with construction. Her professional interests include women in construction, digital
marketing and data analytics.

https://info.viewpoint.com/Live_04-22-2020_REG.html
https://info.viewpoint.com/Live_04-22-2020_REG.html
https://www.viewpoint.com
https://www.viewpoint.com/en-sg/blog/author/ward
https://www.viewpoint.com/en-sg/blog/author/ward

